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DETOURS PLANNED AT ENTRANCE 6 FOR METRO CONSTRUCTION

Houston, April 12, 2012 – Beginning at 7 p.m. on Friday, April 13 until 5 a.m. on Monday, April 16, Entrance 6 will be inaccessible from Wheeler Avenue due to METRO rail construction. During this time, Entrance 6 can only be accessed using the UH Loop Road (old Wheeler).

The closure will allow METRO to continue the rail through the intersection and along Wheeler Street. During the closure, traffic will be detoured as follows:

• Traffic traveling east on Wheeler will be detoured at Entrance 6, east to Calhoun
• Traffic traveling west on Wheeler will be detoured at Calhoun, north to Entrance 1
• Traffic traveling north on Calhoun will be detoured through the Wheeler/Calhoun intersection to Entrance 1
• Travelers traveling north on University Oaks will be detoured at Wheeler, east to Calhoun

See attached map for complete diagram of planned detours. For questions, please contact Sameer Kapileshwari at sakapileshwari@central.uh.edu.
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Detour into Entrance 6 from April 13 - April 15